Beat Expectations.
Build Brand Preference.
Drive Sales.

Pricing Configurator
No more incomplete or undeliverable orders.
Our software walks your Dealers through each step of the Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) process. Built for
furniture, and customized for your brand.

Configure
Simply select a style, choose all the required options, and select any additional desired options. The configurator does
the rest, giving you a fully validated and correctly priced order, ready to be placed.
The Clarity Pricing Configurator is:
ALWAYS CURRENT. The configurator stays in-sync with your mainframe data, so a discontinued item will not be
available to be selected. The correct price will always be shown.
COMPREHENSIVE. Displays and supports any and all available options and customizations, including promotions.
INTUITIVE. A familiar structure of checkboxes and drop-down lists makes navigation a breeze.
RESPONSIVE. The pricing and required options change as other options are selected or switched.
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Price and Quote

Place

QUOTE WITH CONFIDENCE. Price displayed and
retail factor are completely customizable.

INSTANT CONVERSION. With a few clicks, the configured piece
becomes a fully validated and submitted factory order.

Print and email professional quotes, and decide
exactly what information to include.

INCREASE CASH FLOW. Orders are validated before they
arrive at your factory, resulting in fewer claims and less hassle
from incomplete, undeliverable, or illegible orders. That
means orders are produced, invoices are sent, and payments
are received sooner.

This solution can be used independently, or as a fully integrated part of Clarity Cloud, the all-in-one,
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